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Abstract
Specialist Palliative Care aims to effectively support the quality of life of patients and those close to them through progressive, life-limiting disease. Quality of life, an individual concept, requires a personalised approach to support and maintain it. Primarily achieved through the management of symptoms, both physical and psychological, alongside social and spiritual support, this approach is of the utmost importance to patients with advanced malignancy.

Several randomised, controlled trials suggest earlier provision of specialist palliative care may increase quality of life, improve symptoms and facilitate considered end of life care planning. This appears beneficial; however, evidence is mixed about the effectiveness of early specialist palliative care and its potential benefits. Results, therefore, should be interpreted with caution.

In reviewing the literature, it is clear that implementing early specialist palliative care is fraught with obstacles and requires increased resources and funding. Until the benefits and cost implications for such provision are better understood, it will not be accessible to all that may have potential to benefit.
Introduction

“The test of a civilisation is in the way that it cares for its helpless members”.

(Buck, 1954)

One group of society’s most “helpless members” includes those burdened with advanced disease and whose illness is not amenable to cure. This group is wide and disparate but includes patients diagnosed with malignant disease, whose illness journey may be short or can stretch to many years. No matter the course or timescale, the needs of cancer patients can be great and the quality of life (QoL) they experience can depend on the support they receive.

Popular opinion appears to be that palliative care (PC) is associated with death. Patients associate supportive care with psychological and social support; yet associate PC with end-of-life care. While partially true, palliation of symptoms is also appropriate throughout potentially curative treatment. This misperception may have a negative impact on the involvement of Specialist Palliative Care services (SPC) in patients’ care. Physicians, nurses and other allied healthcare professionals also struggle with such differences in interpretation, and referrals to SPC can be hampered by this. This suggests a need for “re-branding” and a better “marketing” of SPC.

SPC is a distinct medical specialty, as opposed to generalist PC that is provided, often to a very high standard, by all doctors and healthcare professionals, but most notably by General Practitioners and other community-based professionals.

To palliate originates from the Latin pallium, meaning “to cloak”. SPC philosophy holds true
to this; to cloak the symptoms and problems of those with life-limiting illness. The fact that SPC originated in cancer care and this is still its main focus is unsurprising, as one in six deaths globally is the result of cancer and, at least at the specialty’s inception, treatments available for this group of patients were few.\(^5\)

While SPC in the management of cancer has developed to provide expert input at the end of life, it has recently been recognised that SPC may be applicable much earlier: at diagnosis, through potentially curative treatment and at appropriate points throughout the course of malignant disease.\(^6\) Effective PC aims to achieve the best QoL possible and it seems obvious that this would be beneficial; so would earlier integration of SPC be beneficial to patients, and those close to them, in their journey with cancer?\(^7\)

To explore this, we first investigate the meaning of Specialist Palliative Care and the other names given to this discipline. We then look into what drives progress in the field of SPC and what guidelines are available to healthcare professionals. Following this, we look at what difference, if any, can be made by incorporating palliative care earlier into a patient’s journey by examining the research based around improving quality of life, symptom management, survival and end of life planning. We conclude this article by considering potential barriers to earlier integration and what conclusions can be drawn from our research.

**Specialist Palliative Care / Supportive and Palliative Care**

SPC and Supportive and Palliative Care are in essence the same and, indeed, the National Cancer Institute attributes the same definition to both.\(^8\) The existence of both terms could be understood in Figure 1, where it suggests how Supportive Care and Palliative Care could be applicable at different points in a patient’s progressively deteriorating condition (Figure 1).
SPC, according to the General Medical Council, is “the holistic care of persons with advanced, progressive, incurable illness”, specifically aimed towards managing patients’ symptoms and side effects of treatment. Management is based on the model of ‘total pain’, where not only physical symptoms but also psychological, social and spiritual issues are addressed and support for those close to the patient is equally important. This may appear to be a ‘non-medical’ approach, but if the healthcare team doesn’t acknowledge, explore and address such issues, medical actions and interventions to address physical issues may be rendered futile. Additionally, advance care planning should be initiated early in the patient journey and be a continuous process. It is clear, then, that in order to achieve ‘total pain’ management, a multidisciplinary team of doctors, nurses, allied health professionals and those who represent religious and other beliefs are required.

Drivers
How those approaching the end of their lives are cared for is an indicator of how we care for all sick and vulnerable people in our society. The last decade has seen an increasing awareness and interest in palliative and end of life care and recognition of the importance of ‘generic’ PC.

The Gold Standards Framework and Macmillan GP Facilitator programmes aimed to improve the PC of patients in the community and improve access to educational opportunities for primary care professionals. National initiatives, including A High Quality Workforce: NHS Next Stage Review and the End of Life Care Strategy identified the importance of further development of PC in the UK. Secondary care based initiatives, such as the
Routes to Success in End of Life Care and the Transforming End of Life Care in Acute Hospitals Programme, were introduced with similar goals.\textsuperscript{17}

More recent reviews (More care, less pathway; One Chance to Get It Right) have also identified shortcomings in the way PC services have developed and serve patients and those close to them.\textsuperscript{18,19} This has renewed enthusiasm to review current provision, refocus efforts, funding and care, and explore innovative approaches to manage and support patients with cancer.

**SPC guidelines**

Current literature is positive about earlier integration of SPC in cancer, whether or not the intent is cure. Earlier integration may provide improved QoL, increased survival, superior symptom management and less aggressive care towards the end of life.\textsuperscript{20-23} Such an approach does, however, rely on the appropriate referral of patients to SPC services.

No national guideline exists for SPC referral, as acknowledged in Commissioning Guidance for Specialist Palliative Care which recommends referral criteria that can be seen in figure 2.\textsuperscript{24} (Figure 2) Of four local UK NHS Trust policies, two advised an essential criteria as the presence of progressive, life-limiting or life-threatening illness. A common theme is that patient needs should be too complex for the ‘non-SPC’ team to manage. However, lack of national guidelines results in a referral based on colloquial opinion. Referral criteria are not without their problems; the use of checklist based criteria is often inappropriate, as individual situations are unique. On the other hand, a lack of specific referral criteria could potentially restrict access to SPC services.
Clinical understanding of SPC has considerable variation. One study found that oncologists were more likely to make a referral to SPC at an early stage if they had clinical experience of SPC. This suggests that lack of education, training and experience about SPC could play a role in delaying referrals. A potential solution could be the use of an automated referral system where the patient’s status or needs meet certain criteria, although this too could present problems through lack of individualisation.

**Quality of life assessments**

The mainstay of SPC is focus on QoL; the concept that care should be about quality and not quantity of life. Assessment of a patient’s QoL may be made using validated tools such as the “Quality of life Functional Assessment of Chronic Illness Therapy-Spiritual Well-Being” (FACIT-Sp) or the “Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy - Lung” (FACT-L) scales. QoL can be a measure of a patient’s symptom burden, their ability to carry out daily tasks, the value they place on their life and their social, emotional and spiritual well-being. The FACIT-Sp scale (higher score, better QoL) demonstrated an increase in QoL for those who were subject to the earlier integration of SPC in a trial conducted by Zimmerman et al. There was a reduction in FACIT-Sp scores in the control group at all measured timepoints, compared to an increase in scores for the group subject to early integration. A statistically significant difference was noted at 4 months (-3.95 vs +2.46). Earlier SPC consisted of outpatient appointments, structured well-being assessments, routine follow-up (either in person or by telephone) and assessment by a multi-disciplinary team.

Temel *et al.* observed the effects of early SPC in patients with metastatic non-small-cell lung cancer using a novel Trial Outcome Index (TOI) utilising a summation of specific subscales
within the FACT-L scale. An increased QoL was noted in the early SPC group after 12 weeks. The opposite was observed in the standard oncological care group. Two trials have thus shown statistically significant improvement in QoL following the earlier integration of SPC. However, data from these studies may not be reliably transferrable, as both were single centre studies in academic institutions. Furthermore, other studies have demonstrated mixed results ranging through no effect, delayed effect, positive effect for carers rather than patients, no effect on QoL but positive on secondary outcomes, to positive effect. Although results are varied, the evidence still suggests there is a benefit from exploring earlier SPC in patients with cancer.

**Symptom management**

SPC plays a significant role in symptom management, especially pain and loss of appetite, and patients with incurable disease experience a worsening picture of symptoms. Patients undergoing treatment experience symptoms related to disease and the side effects of treatment. SPC aims to manage both symptom burden of disease and side effects of any curative or palliative treatment.

Few trials specifically observe symptom intensity and improvement. ENABLE (Educate, Nurture, Advise, Before Life Ends) is a telephone based SPC service, where the secondary measure is symptom intensity, rated using the symptom impact subscale of the Quality of Life at End of Life scale. Results were not statistically significant. The ENABLE II Randomised Control Trial (RCT) demonstrated a trend in symptom improvement using the Edmonton Symptom Assessment Scale, allowing much greater detail in the score. The trend of reduced symptom intensity was not statistically significant. Temel et al. investigated mood (Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale and Patient Health Questionnaire 9) and the
results of this study can be seen in figure 3 where a statistically significant reduction in mood symptoms was noted in the early SPC intervention group, but new prescription rates for antidepressants were almost identical in both the standard care and early SPC group.\textsuperscript{20} (Figure 3) Symptom intensity demonstrates a trend to decrease with early SPC intervention and, with depressive symptoms specifically, show a statistically significant reduction.\textsuperscript{20,31,33}

**Effects on survival**

Survival is not a specific concern in SPC, but some literature demonstrates that earlier intervention leads to improvements in survival. Bakitas \textit{et al.} measured patients’ one-year survival following study enrolment.\textsuperscript{33} 63\% of patients receiving earlier SPC achieved one-year survival, in contrast to 48\% of patients in the control group.\textsuperscript{33} Temel \textit{et al.} investigated the effect of early access to SPC on patient-reported outcomes and end of life care and reported a significant difference in survival (median survival 11.6 months with early SPC; 8.9 months in the control group).\textsuperscript{20} The specific reasons for increased survival with early SPC intervention are not clear. Improved QoL and reduced depressive symptoms may have an impact on prognosis.\textsuperscript{36} SPC management of cancer treatment side effects could improve the ability to tolerate treatment.\textsuperscript{22}

**End of life planning**

Earlier integration of SPC can facilitate better end of life (EoL) planning and, thus, a smoother transition from one phase of an illness to the next. Integration of SPC allows earlier conversations about advance care planning options such as Advance Decisions to Refuse Treatment, Do Not Attempt Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation, Lasting Power of Attorney and EoL preferences, such as preferred place of care and death. 81\% of people have expressed a wish to die at home, yet Public Health England (PHE) recorded that 47\% of deaths occurred
in hospital.\textsuperscript{35-37} PHE noted that only 23\% of deaths occurred in patients’ own homes.\textsuperscript{37} This difference presents a clear argument for the lack of achievement of patient preferences. Early integration of SPC can contain the provision of home PC where such services exist, with increased odds of a home death (+2.21).\textsuperscript{38}

In the study by Temel \textit{et al}, 28\% of the standard care cohort had advance care plans as compared to 53\% in the early integration group.\textsuperscript{20} They also found the median length of hospice stay for standard care patients to be four days, compared to eleven days for those receiving early SPC.\textsuperscript{20} Introducing patients to hospice care at an earlier point in their illness may allow for better symptom management and increased QoL in later stages of disease. Differences exist in the nature of end of life care between the United States (US) and the United Kingdom (UK). In the US, the majority (75\%) of people die in institutions rather than at home; pain and other distress at the end of life is often undertreated as a result of funding mechanisms; and there is no national strategy for EoL care.\textsuperscript{39,40}

EoL care in the UK has been found to be less ‘aggressive’; i.e. patients are not subjected to unnecessary interventions, as they may be in the US.\textsuperscript{41} This could be attributed to recording of personal preferences about care and the subsequent withdrawal of aggressive cancer treatment. On the other hand, decreased symptom burden through better management could increase tolerance to cancer treatment and be a reason for increased survival seen with early SPC.\textsuperscript{22,33} Admission rates to hospital have changed following earlier integration of SPC. Intensive Care Unit admissions, common in the US for PC patients, are seen to decrease by 10\% (14\% versus 4\%), prolonged hospital admission (≥2 weeks) decreased by 12\% (20\% versus 8\%) and emergency presentations in the last 30 days of life fell by 20\% (68\% versus 48\%).\textsuperscript{22}
It would appear that earlier incorporation of SPC leads to a greater QoL in EoL care as a result of improved care planning, improved symptom control, a greater likelihood of death in the patient’s preferred place, decreased hospital admission rates and less aggressive EoL treatments.

**Financial considerations**

The financial implications of SPC delivery are under close scrutiny. The National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) evaluates cost effectiveness through cost-utility. Benefits are assessed via quality-adjusted life years (QALYs) gained. Any effective treatment that costs the National Health Service (NHS) less than £20 000 ($31 000; €23 400) per QALY gained is perceived as cost effective.\(^4\) This is not to say, however, that all treatments are purely assessed on cost.\(^4\)

There are significant differences in costs between early SPC and standard care.\(^4\) Following adjustment for the differences in survival days, a 33% reduction in cost was noted with early SPC. Mean cost per day reduced from $212.80 (£106.40; €159.60) to $95.30 (£47.65; €71.48), this is demonstrated in figure 4.\(^4\) (Figure 4) A Cochrane review established that, in all studies investigating cost the intervention groups (early SPC) led to cost reductions of 18%-35%, yet only one trial was statistically significant.\(^4\) Greer *et al.* found evidence to the contrary though. They suggest that SPC is $11,260 (£8,661; €10,393) more expensive on average.\(^4\) This leads to a complex problem for healthcare providers. Any increased cost requires justification and will be subject to close scrutiny, yet evidence suggests that QoL is greatly increased. There may be fewer hospital appointments, fewer emergency admissions or
in-patient hospital stays, but increases in prescriptions for medication or care costs, for example.

**Barriers**

Evidence for the earlier integration of SPC appears to be favourable towards certain elements of early SPC provision but the data is inconsistently statistically significant, although does appear to demonstrate trends towards benefit. Despite this, there are no comprehensive plans for earlier integration of SPC in the UK. Perception is an obstacle. Understanding of SPC, by both patients and healthcare professionals, is poor.\(^2,^3\) For successful implementation of early SPC, clinical staff require greater education and training as to what SPC is, what it can provide and how it can be accessed. This should be followed by patients being made aware that SPC is focused on supporting them and their families to achieve a better QoL. This takes time; time that, at present, healthcare staff do not possess. Unless this is addressed SPC, early or standard, will not be available to all those that could potentially benefit.

QoL increases in patients with cancer with early SPC but this has only been examined in a small number of tumour groups. NICE’s QALY system is also difficult to apply to SPC as it does not take into account the value different people put on survival and the positive effect the patient can have on others.\(^4,^7\) SPC is as much about supporting family members as it is about supporting the patient. A QALY metric cannot calculate for this and thus may underrepresent the benefits of SPC.

Greer *et al.* found SPC more expensive on average.\(^4,^6\) Cancer Research UK suggests a figure for UK cancer deaths in 2014 to be 163,444 people.\(^4,^8\) If 100,000 of this number could be eligible for early SPC, this would require an additional $1,126,000,000 (£866,100,000;
€1,039,300,000) in funding. The UK Clinical Research Collaboration found that, of just over £2 billion ($3.32 billion; €2.4 billion) spent on healthcare research in the UK in 2014, only 0.16% was spent on end of life care.\(^4\) The National Cancer Research Institute Database shows that the proportion of cancer research funding spend on SPC and EoL care was consistently less than 0.7% over 12 years.\(^4\) Increasing provision, either by offering SPC to more people or offering it earlier will require money and resources that are not currently available. Offering SPC monitoring through out-patient appointments or home visits would require more clinical, nursing and administrative staff.

Disjointed communication between oncologists and SPC providers may represent another barrier, although communication between these specialties may be improving through the introduction of Acute Oncology Services in secondary care where relationships are strengthening. Oncologists are often at the front line of malignant disease management in the earlier stages of disease. Integration of oncology and SPC services may improve the delivery of high quality SPC. The traditional model of care in cancer is focused on oncology with other specialties, until it is apparent the patient is approaching the end of their life. An updated model which proposes the incorporation of SPC much earlier in the illness trajectory is demonstrated in figure 5, where colleagues would align their efforts from diagnosis through treatment or palliation, during decline, at end of life and into bereavement. (Figure 5)

Almost all identified barriers are amenable to remedy but, as with all healthcare provision, funding remains the main barrier to progress. The importance of the impact and effect of SPC must be considered further and evidenced through high powered RCTs with statistically significant results in favour of earlier integration. Funding these RCTs though is difficult, due to a lack of pharmacological innovation in this specialty, leading to a lack of commercial
sponsorship potential. Until significant and positive trial data exists, increased funding may not be accessible and, as a result, improved provision of care, education, training and resources are not possible.

Conclusions

By conducting this literature review we have learned of the difficulties surrounding the nomenclature of Specialist Palliative care, that there is a misunderstanding of the specialty amongst the healthcare profession and the general public and, in response to this, have identified and outlined a recent increase in programmes designed to educate healthcare professionals on the topic. A lack of guidelines in the UK health system on when to refer a patient to SPC services has been highlighted. However, the implementation of guidelines may not be effective due to the unique situation of each patient, inviting further research in this area. Looking to whether earlier integration of SPC would be beneficial, there is evidence in favour of earlier integration for cancer patients and those close to them that may improve QoL, reduce symptom burden, extend life and, at the end of life, reduce the need for unnecessary intervention and, often, aggressive care. These are all positive outcomes.

Yet, as with all innovations in healthcare, barriers exist. Lack of awareness and education of clinicians, teamed with the lack of agreed referral guidelines hinders access to SPC. Delays in treatment and care exist because of a lack of effective communication between clinicians of different specialties and across organisational boundaries, and can lead to a poorer patient experience. This can be corrected, but an overarching theme seems to be the lack of funding and resources to address these issues.
SPC requires further investigation by well-designed RCTs. If results show significant advantages to earlier integration of SPC that are deemed to be worth increased expenditure, then earlier implementation in a cancer patient’s journey would be highly recommended.
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Abstract

Specialist Palliative Care aims to effectively support the quality of life of patients and those close to them through progressive, life-limiting disease. Quality of life, an individual concept, requires a personalised approach to support and maintain it. Primarily achieved through the management of symptoms, both physical and psychological, alongside social and spiritual support, this approach is of the utmost importance to patients with advanced malignancy.

Several randomised, controlled trials suggest earlier provision of specialist palliative care may increase quality of life, improve symptoms and facilitate considered end of life care planning. This appears beneficial; however, evidence is mixed about the effectiveness of early specialist palliative care and its potential benefits. Results, therefore, should be interpreted with caution.

In reviewing the literature, it is clear that implementing early specialist palliative care is fraught with obstacles and requires increased resources and funding. Until the benefits and cost implications for such provision are better understood, it will not be accessible to all that may have potential to benefit.
Introduction

“The test of a civilisation is in the way that it cares for its helpless members”.

(Buck, 1954)^1

One group of society’s most “helpless members” includes those burdened with advanced disease and whose illness is not amenable to cure. This group is wide and disparate but includes patients diagnosed with malignant disease, whose illness journey may be short or can stretch to many years. No matter the course or timescale, the needs of cancer patients can be great and the quality of life (QoL) they experience can depend on the support they receive.

Popular opinion appears to be that palliative care (PC) is associated with death. Patients associate supportive care with psychological and social support; yet associate PC with end-of-life care.² While partially true, palliation of symptoms is also appropriate throughout potentially curative treatment. This misperception may have a negative impact on the involvement of Specialist Palliative Care services (SPC) in patients’ care. Physicians, nurses and other allied healthcare professionals also struggle with such differences in interpretation, and referrals to SPC can be hampered by this."³ This suggests a need for “re-branding” and a better “marketing” of SPC.

SPC is a distinct medical specialty, as opposed to generalist PC that is provided, often to a very high standard, by all doctors and healthcare professionals, but most notably by General Practitioners and other community-based professionals.⁴

To palliate originates from the Latin *pallium*, meaning “to cloak”. SPC philosophy holds true
to this; to cloak the symptoms and problems of those with life-limiting illness. The fact that SPC originated in cancer care and this is still its main focus is unsurprising, as one in six deaths globally is the result of cancer and, at least at the specialty’s inception, treatments available for this group of patients were few.\(^5\)

While SPC in the management of cancer has developed to provide expert input at the end of life, it has recently been recognised that SPC may be applicable much earlier: at diagnosis, through potentially curative treatment and at appropriate points throughout the course of malignant disease.\(^6\) Effective PC aims to achieve the best QoL possible and it seems obvious that this would be beneficial; so would earlier integration of SPC be beneficial to patients, and those close to them, in their journey with cancer?\(^7\)

To explore this, we first investigate the meaning of Specialist Palliative Care and the other names given to this discipline. We then look into what drives progress in the field of SPC and what guidelines are available to healthcare professionals. Following this, we look at what difference, if any, can be made by incorporating palliative care earlier into a patient’s journey by examining the research based around improving quality of life, symptom management, survival and end of life planning. We conclude this article by considering potential barriers to earlier integration and what conclusions can be drawn from our research.

**Specialist Palliative Care / Supportive and Palliative Care**

SPC and Supportive and Palliative Care are in essence the same and, indeed, the National Cancer Institute attributes the same definition to both.\(^8\) The existence of both terms could be understood in Figure 1, where it suggests how Supportive Care and Palliative Care could be applicable at different points in a patient’s progressively deteriorating condition (Figure 1).
SPC, according to the General Medical Council, is “the holistic care of persons with advanced, progressive, incurable illness”, specifically aimed towards managing patients’ symptoms and side effects of treatment. Management is based on the model of ‘total pain’, where not only physical symptoms but also psychological, social and spiritual issues are addressed and support for those close to the patient is equally important. This may appear to be a ‘non-medical’ approach, but if the healthcare team doesn’t acknowledge, explore and address such issues, medical actions and interventions to address physical issues may be rendered futile. Additionally, advance care planning should be initiated early in the patient journey and be a continuous process. It is clear, then, that in order to achieve ‘total pain’ management, a multidisciplinary team of doctors, nurses, allied health professionals and those who represent religious and other beliefs are required.

Drivers

How those approaching the end of their lives are cared for is an indicator of how we care for all sick and vulnerable people in our society. The last decade has seen an increasing awareness and interest in palliative and end of life care and recognition of the importance of ‘generic’ PC.

The Gold Standards Framework and Macmillan GP Facilitator programmes aimed to improve the PC of patients in the community and improve access to educational opportunities for primary care professionals. National initiatives, including A High Quality Workforce: NHS Next Stage Review and the End of Life Care Strategy identified the importance of further development of PC in the UK. Secondary care based initiatives, such as the
Routes to Success in End of Life Care and the Transforming End of Life Care in Acute Hospitals Programme, were introduced with similar goals.17

More recent reviews (More care, less pathway; One Chance to Get It Right) have also identified shortcomings in the way PC services have developed and serve patients and those close to them.18,19 This has renewed enthusiasm to review current provision, refocus efforts, funding and care, and explore innovative approaches to manage and support patients with cancer.

SPC guidelines
Current literature is positive about earlier integration of SPC in cancer, whether or not the intent is cure. Earlier integration may provide improved QoL, increased survival, superior symptom management and less aggressive care towards the end of life.20-23 Such an approach does, however, rely on the appropriate referral of patients to SPC services.

No national guideline exists for SPC referral, as acknowledged in Commissioning Guidance for Specialist Palliative Care which recommends referral criteria that can be seen in figure 2.24 (Figure 2) Of four local UK NHS Trust policies, two advised an essential criteria as the presence of progressive, life-limiting or life-threatening illness. A common theme is that patient needs should be too complex for the ‘non-SPC’ team to manage. However, lack of national guidelines results in a referral based on colloquial opinion. Referral criteria are not without their problems; the use of checklist based criteria is often inappropriate, as individual situations are unique. On the other hand, a lack of specific referral criteria could potentially restrict access to SPC services.
Clinical understanding of SPC has considerable variation. One study found that oncologists were more likely to make a referral to SPC at an early stage if they had clinical experience of SPC. This suggests that lack of education, training and experience about SPC could play a role in delaying referrals. A potential solution could be the use of an automated referral system where the patient’s status or needs meet certain criteria, although this too could present problems through lack of individualisation.

Quality of life assessments

The mainstay of SPC is focus on QoL; the concept that care should be about quality and not quantity of life. Assessment of a patient’s QoL may be made using validated tools such as the “Quality of life Functional Assessment of Chronic Illness Therapy-Spiritual Well-Being” (FACIT-Sp) or the “Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy - Lung” (FACT-L) scales.

QoL can be a measure of a patient’s symptom burden, their ability to carry out daily tasks, the value they place on their life and their social, emotional and spiritual well-being. The FACIT-Sp scale (higher score, better QoL) demonstrated an increase in QoL for those who were subject to the earlier integration of SPC in a trial conducted by Zimmerman et al. There was a reduction in FACIT-Sp scores in the control group at all measured timepoints, compared to an increase in scores for the group subject to early integration. A statistically significant difference was noted at 4 months (-3.95 vs +2.46). Earlier SPC consisted of outpatient appointments, structured well-being assessments, routine follow-up (either in person or by telephone) and assessment by a multi-disciplinary team.

Temel et al. observed the effects of early SPC in patients with metastatic non-small-cell lung cancer using a novel Trial Outcome Index (TOI) utilising a summation of specific subscales
within the FACT-L scale. An increased QoL was noted in the early SPC group after 12 weeks. The opposite was observed in the standard oncological care group. Two trials have thus shown statistically significant improvement in QoL following the earlier integration of SPC. However, data from these studies may not be reliably transferrable, as both were single centre studies in academic institutions. Furthermore, other studies have demonstrated mixed results ranging through no effect, delayed effect, positive effect for carers rather than patients, no effect on QoL but positive on secondary outcomes, to positive effect. Although results are varied, the evidence still suggests there is a benefit from exploring earlier SPC in patients with cancer.

**Symptom management**

SPC plays a significant role in symptom management, especially pain and loss of appetite, and patients with incurable disease experience a worsening picture of symptoms. Patients undergoing treatment experience symptoms related to disease and the side effects of treatment. SPC aims to manage both symptom burden of disease and side effects of any curative or palliative treatment.

Few trials specifically observe symptom intensity and improvement. ENABLE (Educate, Nurture, Advise, Before Life Ends) is a telephone based SPC service, where the secondary measure is symptom intensity, rated using the symptom impact subscale of the Quality of Life at End of Life scale. Results were not statistically significant. The ENABLE II Randomised Control Trial (RCT) demonstrated a trend in symptom improvement using the Edmonton Symptom Assessment Scale, allowing much greater detail in the score. The trend of reduced symptom intensity was not statistically significant. Temel et al. investigated mood (Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale and Patient Health Questionnaire 9) and the
results of this study can be seen in figure 3 where a statistically significant reduction in mood symptoms was noted in the early SPC intervention group, but new prescription rates for antidepressants were almost identical in both the standard care and early SPC group.\textsuperscript{20} (Figure 3) Symptom intensity demonstrates a trend to decrease with early SPC intervention and, with depressive symptoms specifically, show a statistically significant reduction.\textsuperscript{20,31,33}

**Effects on survival**

Survival is not a specific concern in SPC, but some literature demonstrates that earlier intervention leads to improvements in survival. Bakitas \textit{et al.} measured patients’ one-year survival following study enrolment.\textsuperscript{33} 63\% of patients receiving earlier SPC achieved one-year survival, in contrast to 48\% of patients in the control group.\textsuperscript{33} Temel \textit{et al.} investigated the effect of early access to SPC on patient-reported outcomes and end of life care and reported a significant difference in survival (median survival 11.6 months with early SPC; 8.9 months in the control group).\textsuperscript{20} The specific reasons for increased survival with early SPC intervention are not clear. Improved QoL and reduced depressive symptoms may have an impact on prognosis.\textsuperscript{36} SPC management of cancer treatment side effects could improve the ability to tolerate treatment.\textsuperscript{22}

**End of life planning**

Earlier integration of SPC can facilitate better end of life (EoL) planning and, thus, a smoother transition from one phase of an illness to the next. Integration of SPC allows earlier conversations about advance care planning options such as Advance Decisions to Refuse Treatment, Do Not Attempt Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation, Lasting Power of Attorney and EoL preferences, such as preferred place of care and death. 81\% of people have expressed a wish to die at home, yet Public Health England (PHE) recorded that 47\% of deaths occurred
in hospital.\textsuperscript{35-37} PHE noted that only 23\% of deaths occurred in patients’ own homes.\textsuperscript{37} This difference presents a clear argument for the lack of achievement of patient preferences. Early integration of SPC can contain the provision of home PC where such services exist, with increased odds of a home death (+2.21).\textsuperscript{38}

In the study by Temel \textit{et al}, 28\% of the standard care cohort had advance care plans as compared to 53\% in the early integration group.\textsuperscript{20} They also found the median length of hospice stay for standard care patients to be four days, compared to eleven days for those receiving early SPC.\textsuperscript{20} Introducing patients to hospice care at an earlier point in their illness may allow for better symptom management and increased QoL in later stages of disease. Differences exist in the nature of end of life care between the United States (US) and the United Kingdom (UK). In the US, the majority (75\%) of people die in institutions rather than at home; pain and other distress at the end of life is often undertreated as a result of funding mechanisms; and there is no national strategy for EoL care.\textsuperscript{39,40}

EoL care in the UK has been found to be less ‘aggressive’; i.e. patients are not subjected to unnecessary interventions, as they may be in the US.\textsuperscript{41} This could be attributed to recording of personal preferences about care and the subsequent withdrawal of aggressive cancer treatment. On the other hand, decreased symptom burden through better management could increase tolerance to cancer treatment and be a reason for increased survival seen with early SPC.\textsuperscript{22,33} Admission rates to hospital have changed following earlier integration of SPC. Intensive Care Unit admissions, common in the US for PC patients, are seen to decrease by 10\% (14\% versus 4\%), prolonged hospital admission (≥2 weeks) decreased by 12\% (20\% versus 8\%) and emergency presentations in the last 30 days of life fell by 20\% (68\% versus 48\%).\textsuperscript{22}
It would appear that earlier incorporation of SPC leads to a greater QoL in EoL care as a result of improved care planning, improved symptom control, a greater likelihood of death in the patient’s preferred place, decreased hospital admission rates and less aggressive EoL treatments.

**Financial considerations**

The financial implications of SPC delivery are under close scrutiny. The National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) evaluates cost effectiveness through cost-utility. Benefits are assessed via quality-adjusted life years (QALYs) gained. Any effective treatment that costs the National Health Service (NHS) less than £20 000 ($31 000; €23 400) per QALY gained is perceived as cost effective. This is not to say, however, that all treatments are purely assessed on cost.

There are significant differences in costs between early SPC and standard care. Following adjustment for the differences in survival days, a 33% reduction in cost was noted with early SPC. Mean cost per day reduced from $212.80 (£106.40; €159.60) to $95.30 (£47.65; €71.48), this is demonstrated in figure 4. A Cochrane review established that, in all studies investigating cost the intervention groups (early SPC) led to cost reductions of 18%-35%, yet only one trial was statistically significant. Greer et al. found evidence to the contrary though. They suggest that SPC is $11,260 (£8,661; €10,393) more expensive on average. This leads to a complex problem for healthcare providers. Any increased cost requires justification and will be subject to close scrutiny, yet evidence suggests that QoL is greatly increased. There may be fewer hospital appointments, fewer emergency admissions or
in-patient hospital stays, but increases in prescriptions for medication or care costs, for example.

**Barriers**

Evidence for the earlier integration of SPC appears to be favourable towards certain elements of early SPC provision but the data is inconsistently statistically significant, although does appear to demonstrate trends towards benefit. Despite this, there are no comprehensive plans for earlier integration of SPC in the UK. Perception is an obstacle. Understanding of SPC, by both patients and healthcare professionals, is poor. For successful implementation of early SPC, clinical staff require greater education and training as to what SPC is, what it can provide and how it can be accessed. This should be followed by patients being made aware that SPC is focused on supporting them and their families to achieve a better QoL. This takes time; time that, at present, healthcare staff do not possess. Unless this is addressed SPC, early or standard, will not be available to all those that could potentially benefit.

QoL increases in patients with cancer with early SPC but this has only been examined in a small number of tumour groups. NICE’s QALY system is also difficult to apply to SPC as it does not take into account the value different people put on survival and the positive effect the patient can have on others. SPC is as much about supporting family members as it is about supporting the patient. A QALY metric cannot calculate for this and thus may underrepresent the benefits of SPC.

Greer *et al.* found SPC more expensive on average. Cancer Research UK suggests a figure for UK cancer deaths in 2014 to be 163,444 people. If 100,000 of this number could be eligible for early SPC, this would require an additional $1,126,000,000 (£866,100,000;
€1,039,300,000) in funding. The UK Clinical Research Collaboration found that, of just over £2 billion ($3.32 billion; €2.4 billion) spent on healthcare research in the UK in 2014, only 0.16% was spent on end of life care. The National Cancer Research Institute Database shows that the proportion of cancer research funding spend on SPC and EoL care was consistently less than 0.7% over 12 years. Increasing provision, either by offering SPC to more people or offering it earlier will require money and resources that are not currently available. Offering SPC monitoring through out-patient appointments or home visits would require more clinical, nursing and administrative staff.

Disjointed communication between oncologists and SPC providers may represent another barrier, although communication between these specialties may be improving through the introduction of Acute Oncology Services in secondary care where relationships are strengthening. Oncologists are often at the front line of malignant disease management in the earlier stages of disease. Integration of oncology and SPC services may improve the delivery of high quality SPC. The traditional model of care in cancer is focused on oncology with other specialties, until it is apparent the patient is approaching the end of their life. An updated model which proposes the incorporation of SPC much earlier in the illness trajectory is demonstrated in figure 5, where colleagues would align their efforts from diagnosis through treatment or palliation, during decline, at end of life and into bereavement. (Figure 5)

Almost all identified barriers are amenable to remedy but, as with all healthcare provision, funding remains the main barrier to progress. The importance of the impact and effect of SPC must be considered further and evidenced through high powered RCTs with statistically significant results in favour of earlier integration. Funding these RCTs though is difficult, due to a lack of pharmacological innovation in this specialty, leading to a lack of commercial
sponsorship potential. Until significant and positive trial data exists, increased funding may not be accessible and, as a result, improved provision of care, education, training and resources are not possible.

Conclusions

By conducting this literature review we have learned of the difficulties surrounding the nomenclature of Specialist Palliative care, that there is a misunderstanding of the specialty amongst the healthcare profession and the general public and, in response to this, have identified and outlined a recent increase in programmes designed to educate healthcare professionals on the topic. A lack of guidelines in the UK health system on when to refer a patient to SPC services has been highlighted. However, the implementation of guidelines may not be effective due to the unique situation of each patient, inviting further research in this area. Looking to whether earlier integration of SPC would be beneficial, there is evidence in favour of earlier integration for cancer patients and those close to them that may improve QoL, reduce symptom burden, extend life and, at the end of life, reduce the need for unnecessary intervention and, often, aggressive care. These are all positive outcomes.

Yet, as with all innovations in healthcare, barriers exist. Lack of awareness and education of clinicians, teamed with the lack of agreed referral guidelines hinders access to SPC. Delays in treatment and care exist because of a lack of effective communication between clinicians of different specialties and across organisational boundaries, and can lead to a poorer patient experience. This can be corrected, but an overarching theme seems to be the lack of funding and resources to address these issues.
SPC requires further investigation by well-designed RCTs. If results show significant advantages to earlier integration of SPC that are deemed to be worth increased expenditure, then earlier implementation in a cancer patient’s journey would be highly recommended.
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**Figures**

Figure 1: A timeline demonstrating the differences in care plotted against disease progression resulting in death. Adapted from Hui, D et al.\textsuperscript{49}

Figure 2: Referral criteria to access SPC. Adapted from APM Commissioning guidance for specialist care.\textsuperscript{24}

Figure 3: Mood assessment scores in standard care compared to early palliative care. Adapted from Temel \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{20}

Figure 4: Mean cost of care in standard care compared to early palliative care. Adapted from Brumley \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{43}

Figure 5: Proposed involvement of healthcare disciplines, plotted against disease progression. Adapted from the National Cancer Institute.\textsuperscript{50}
(1) Patient has active, progressive advanced disease, a limited prognosis. Focus of care is on quality of life.

(2) Patient has unresolved, complex needs that cannot be met by caring team. Could be physical/psychological/social/spiritual.

(3) Patient has given consent for referral. Providing they have capacity.
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